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1.1 The Prices – Additional Information 

Clarifications and Assumptions 
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1.2 Contractual Mark Up 
 
Project Name: Stadium Transformation 
Contract Title: Shell-and-Core Works, Main Contractor 
 
Tenderer Name: Balfour Beatty Group Ltd 
 

Clause 
Reference 

Proposed drafting 
amendment (mark up of 
the relevant provision of 
the Contract or ancillary 
document) 

Explanation of why 
the proposed 
amendment is 
necessary 

If the Contracting 
Authority does not accept 
the proposed 
amendment, financial 
impact on the Tenderer’s 
tender price 

Contract data 
part 1 

Heading top right of page  

Delete “2” 

Insert “1” 

Heading is for data 
part 2 

nil 

1 general The contract title should 
read: 

Delete “as amended” 

Insert “including the LLDC 
standard additional 
clauses and amendments” 

This is what the 
contract is called. 
See front page of 
NEC document 

nil 

1 general Add X14 Advanced payments 
are required under 
the roof works 
contract and may be 
required under this 
contract 

nil 

Optional 
statements 

The Contractor is to 
submit a first programme 
for acceptance within 

Delete “two (2) weeks” 

Insert “four (4) weeks” 

The two week period 
may not be 
achievable 

nil 
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Key dates KD1 to be deleted The proposed key 
date 20th December 
2013 is the contract 
starting date and is 
not required as a key 
date 

nil 

Contractors 
forecast 

The Contractor 
prepares…at intervals no 
longer than 

Delete “four weeks” 

Insert “monthly” 

Four weekly reports 
result in 13 per year.  

Reporting periods 
are monthly 

nil 

Option X5 and 
X7 delay 
damages 

The section descriptions 
are different to those 
stated in X5 

Both sections 
descriptions should 
be the same. 

. 

nil 
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Memorandum 
of agreement 

Item 4 

Add X14 Advanced payments 
to subcontractors will 
be required 

nil 

Clause 11.2 
(24)  

Clause 17 and 
21 and 60.1 
(1) 

The definition of Employer 
Pre Contract Design refers 
to section A300 to identify 
what this includes 
however in A300 this is 
not clearly defined  

A300 needs to 
clearly identify what 
the Employer Pre 
Contract Design is 

nil 

Clause 28.2 The clause states that 
these are defined in the 
Project information 
however these are not 
clearly defined 

For clarity insert roof 
works to be novated 
in project information 
same as for services 
page 29 of 174. 

nil 

Clause 28.3 Delete “(and procure that 
its parent guarantor 
execute and deliver)”  

It is the Contractors 
responsibility not the 
parent guarantor. 

nil 

Clause 28.6 This clause is deleted  Delete this clause,it 
is  not in the Roof 
Contract and BB 
governance does not 
allow the Employer 
to be appointed 
attorney. 

nil 

Clause 79.8 Replace Subcontractor 
with Contractor 

Drafting error. nil 

Option X18.3 Add “subject always to the 
limitation on liability 
identified in X18.1 “ at the 
end of the paragraph. 

To eliminate any 
ambiguity. 

nil 
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2.1.1 Health and Safety 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Our priority from concept, planning, design and delivery is to provide exemplary health and safety standards and leadership; meaning that in 
everything we do, we commit to eliminating and where this many not be possible, reducing our impact on our client, staff, workforce, 
stakeholders and public. We review health and safety beyond on-site activities and get to the heart of all risks through the design, fabrication 
and transport of materials and elements. We plan, we think, we eliminate. We therefore commit to discharge and comply with all relevant health 
and safety duties specific to this project as outlined within B100 of Appendix D of the ITT the “Employer’s Health & Safety Standard”. 

Supporting the key objectives, common & visual standards of the LLDC 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our common and visual standards 
We strive to lead and not follow.  That is why we always look to innovate and adopt new best practice at every opportunity. Having reviewed the 
LLDC Common and Visual Standards within Appendix 15 of the ITT, we are pleased to confirm that our standards are aligned with those of the 
LLDC and that such standards are adhered to on site through the use of our PEP, which incorporates such items as: 

• Management of nuisance – dust, emissions, etc 

• Management of Temporary Works  

• Materials storage, protection and distribution 

• Protection and working adjacent to buried services 

• Exclusion zones 

• Occupational Health 

• Vehicle and pedestrian segregation 

• Logistic Plans 

• Lifting Plans 

• Emergency Plans including Rescue from Height 

• COSHH and Emergency Plans 

  

No fatalities Eliminating fatal risks 
No accidents Eliminating hazards 
Information Maintaining Zero Harm day to day 

Health and wellbeing Keeping the public safe from harm 
Health and wellbeing Keeping all our people healthy 

Working with You Working with our customers 
Waste Please see the Environmental Sections 

Workforce Making safety personal 

Key points 

• Zero Harm – the driver of our strategy and our commitment to you 

• People – our leadership and safety management team will work tirelessly to reduce risk 

• Experience – a core leadership team from Aquatics and a world class safety management team from Heathrow Terminal 2 

Table 1: Alignment of LLDC’s and Balfour Beatty’s Health & Safety commitments 
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As standards are always improving, we will carry out reviews before and throughout our time on site, making sure that we continue to adhere 
and improve on industry standards and legislation. Through our lessons learnt at the Aquatics Centre from the ODA to Legacy and other 
projects, we have continuously improved our on site activities.  

Through close collaboration with our customers, supply chain and from within our Group companies, we always review and share best practice 
for the overall benefit.  

We understand that our activities on site can have environmental, health and safety and financial impacts on the project and those affected by it. 
Therefore, we always seek to: 

• Eliminate: Aquatics Centre - no damage to the natural environment 
• Protect: Aquatics Centre - protection of rail and waterways 
• Reuse: 52% reuse of materials achieved at the Aquatics Centre 
• Recycle: 96.5% of material diverted from landfill at the Aquatics Centre 

Environmental management (alignment with the HSE Standard for Olympic Park Transformation) 
Our experience of working within the LLDC standards means we are pleased to continue contributing and supporting the maintenance of the 
LLDC standards and innovations to improve Health, Safety and Environment issues on the park. With the surrounding rivers and close proximity 
of public dwellings on the west bank of the river, environmental planning is essential in continuing and maintaining the relationships with the 
neighbours and stakeholders.  

Our environmental objectives are set out and given ownership within our Project Execution Plan. The highlights of the plan are: 

• The prevention of environmental incidents 
• Minimise carbon emissions 
• Minimise waste  
• Re-use and recycle 
• Sustainable and ethical sourcing of materials and workforce 
• Protection of biodiversity 
• Reduce water consumption 
• Optimise positive and minimise adverse impacts on the environment  

Experience and knowledge 
Our experience of maintaining and adding value to the health and safety standards required on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park are evident 
from our continued involvement on the Aquatics Centre and its legacy transformation, our recently awarded involvement on the Stadium Roof 
Transformation and through the direct involvement on SHELT of , our Stadium Transformation Project Director.   

As our previous experience is only a base line of evidence to what we have done, we are committed to further expanding and developing 
standards on the Stadium Transformation project through jointly agreeing betterment targets to safety and providing a team of experienced 
health and safety professionals from Heathrow Terminal 2B (please see Table 2) to work as part of the site team ensuring that at every 
opportunity we eliminate risk.  

Our commitment to the LLDC leadership model and management of arrangements 

Commitment through leadership 
We commit to ensuring that the project has the very best leadership delivered through our personnel, that of our supply chain, design team and 
individuals. This leadership is initiated from the top from  our Project Director, who has successfully delivered projects for the ODA 
and LLDC previously and will continue with his commitment on the Stadium Transformation development.  

We are successfully achieving our aligned objectives and aims from the table 1 through our commitment to strong HSE leadership, exemplary 
management and training whilst integrating every member of the team including the customer and supply chain. We ensure the resource is right 
for the task and that the team are competent, fully trained, informed and briefed. Our commitments to you, our employees and subcontractors 
include:  
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Transition  
Our knowledge and experience gained through working on the QEOP and throughout projects within the Balfour Beatty Group can only go from 
strength to strength. We already have extensive experience of working with the Tier 2 subcontractors selected for the Stadium Transformation. 
As we are delivering the Roof works, our management system and ethos are already aligned, and our past and current relationship with  
as a preferred subcontractor on some of our prestigious projects at Bishops Court and 67 Lombard Street mean that our visions are akin to one 
another. We have already commenced engagement with them on issues pertinent to the safe and timely delivery of this iconic project.  We are 
used to leading complex, time critical, prestigious, high profile projects to a safe on time delivery, such as the London Aquatics Centre, the M25 
widening, Blackfriars Station Redevelopment and Heathrow Terminal 2B. 

Our team commit to delivering a seamless, effective and safe transition to Principal Contractor on the project. As Roof Contractor and Main 
Contractor we will eliminate the interface risks associated with inheriting the most safety critical element of the overall project, whilst 
concentrating on integrating and delivering the other elements seamlessly. Planning and coordinating will be critical to achieving this and we feel 
we are the best placed to achieve this not only from our involvement already in the roof but because we have committed and driven individuals 
assigned to this project that are already formulating how to excel on the Stadium. 

CDM 
The following outlines how we implement our duties under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 and industrial best 
practice. 

Balfour Beatty has produced a comprehensive Health and Safety Procedures Manual with procedures that provide robust and comprehensive 
guidance in the managing of safety. Their implementation realises the goals stated in our Health and Safety Policy. These procedures are 
further supplemented by recognised safety standards which apply to the construction industry.  

We integrate CDM issues into the management of the project, via the Project Execution Plan (PEP). The Project Execution Plan addresses all 
the headings as detailed in the CDM regulations, and ensures the Project Manager creates his own bespoke plan underpinned by CDM 
regulations. 

The responsibility for this plan lies with  (Project Manager), who will be assisted by a site based support staff, many of who 
come with years of experience in working either on the Aquatics Centre or Heathrow Terminal 2B. Their roles and responsibilities will be clearly 
defined by our company procedures and the bespoke PEP prepared for the Stadium Transformation Works. 

We conduct three levels of audit and monitoring of our Health and Safety System to ensure they are up to date and relevant to the works we are 
doing. An overview of the audits will be circulated in the monthly HSEQ report. Annual reports will be produced by the Company H&S Manager 
and the Q&E Manager to improve performance and correct deficiencies identified by audit. The reports will explain the overall strategy to 
improve the Safety Management System and will set objectives, establish priorities, allocate resources and responsibilities and set deadlines for 
implementation. 

The attainment and maintenance of an exemplary safety performance and the well-being of our people is fundamentally important. The key 
characteristics that underpin a safe outcome are: 

• Vision 

• Strategy 

• Leadership 

• Planning 

Vision 
The vision of Zero Harm must prevail above all other factors. The impact of accidents upon the families of those affected or those closely 
involved with a project is profound. Our commitment will be to complete the Stadium Transformation in its entirety in line with our aligned aims 
tabulated above. We will also continue to learn and evolve from our experiences not only on the Park but from within the BB Group to lift 
standards, improve safety, introduce new and better work methods and educate all whom we touch.   

• Engagement 

• Personal commitment  

• Wellbeing 
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Strategy 
Our suppliers are selected because of their experience, knowledge and industry leading approach to safety and delivery along with their known 
commitment to the wellbeing of their people. We will all be challenged to out-perform our past. We will ensure zero tolerance of poor 
performance. The behaviours and competencies of management and supervisors will always be under review. We will all cooperate with each 
other to reduce the risk of incident or injury.  

Leadership 
We will ensure our leadership team demonstrate high visibility across all activities on site and contribute to the Park-wide forums that exist to 
promote exemplary standards. We will hold regular Safety Leadership Team meetings with representatives of our suppliers, our design support 
team the workforce and yourselves. 

Planning 
There will be an emphasis on planning to eliminate risks through the design and procurement stages. High risk activities will be HAZOP 
reviewed with stakeholders – designers, contractors, suppliers, the HSE and specialists. Actions discussed will be recorded and implemented.  
Works will not proceed on site until we are satisfied that method statements, risk assessments and lifting plans are robust and properly thought 
through and approved. 

Engagement  
We will develop a specific engagement plan for the Stadium conversion. We will encourage workplace engagement, reporting of good and bad 
practice and near misses, reward and recognition and supervisor training. We will communicate and provide guidance on what is good and what 
is unacceptable. Regular safety stand-downs and senior management briefings will reinforce our commitment. 

Personal commitment 
Every individual will be challenged from the onset. Do you want to be cooperative or not? Are you caring or uncaring? Will you treat others as 
you would be treated yourself? Are you supportive of zero tolerance at the workplace and are you intolerant of personal abuse? What are your 
responsibilities as a supervisor? What will you do to secure your own safety and that of your colleagues?  

Wellbeing 
We will provide trained medical support, encourage healthy eating and be intolerant of alcohol or drugs abuse at the workplace. We will support 
a programme of guidance and support on healthy living and medical checks for workers carrying out high risk activities. 

Innovation 
The implementation and use of innovation on a project can bring many benefits from programme to cost, but more importantly it can reduce risk 
or ultimately eliminate it. Innovation can come through many different routes, materials, design, methodology or technological.  We embrace 
innovation at all times, having reviewed, questioned and tested it to ascertain the real benefits. Building Information Modelling is an important 
innovation to the industry. Balfour Beatty will use this technology through our own specialist BIM professionals and our existing contractual 
relationship with Autodesk to ensure we deliver an exemplar conversion of the Stadium and provide for its future maintenance and 
management. 

The role of design in HS&E 
Our appointed design team, along with our selected suppliers will ensure that Health and Safety is considered in every aspect upon our 
appointment as Principal Contractor. To ensure safe and timely delivery on projects, a grass roots approach to HSE must be adhered to. 
Regular HSE workshops will be facilitated ensuring that the design is challenged, making sure that it is deliverable both safely and sustainably.  
This will be achieved by preparing Red, Amber and Green lists and collaboratively closing these out through the workshops.  Previously, we 
have managed to gain safety and programme benefit from such workshops. At the Aquatics Centre, temporary works were incorporated into the 
permanent works on the roof, allowing the installation of a perimeter handrail system into the edge steel forming the gutter, meaning additional 
external scaffolding was not required, therefore, allowing for the safe installation of both guttering and roof covering without having to 
unnecessarily move handrail positions. This provided to be a cost and time effective solution, benefiting the project. 
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Supply chain and procurement 
Our supply chain undergoes rigorous testing prior to appointment to the delivery team. We utilise Achilles and our own stringent auditing 
process and pre-appointment meetings to ensure that our values of health and safety, sustainability, ethics and community are aligned. This 
provides LLDC with the confidence that those employed on the project share similar goals and vision, meaning LLDC benefit from an aligned 
delivery team. The delivery team and our supply chain have been involved in the Olympic Park delivery and we have started to review the 
Health and Safety issues and objectives for this project in readiness for start on site. By working collaboratively, we are aligning and integrating 
our risks and opportunities, ensuring we work collectively by reviewing the design and methodologies together. Balfour Beatty and the team are 
keen to continue collaborating with the LLDC to deliver a successful project. 

Risk identification and management  
There are particular risks and characteristics associated with the Stadium Transformation. These include: 

• working at height 
• lifting operations 
• falling materials 
• buried live services 
• contaminated ground 
• structural alteration 
• temporary works 
• operational interfaces 

 

Key risk Control measures to be adopted Examples of previous work Involvement in resolution 

Injury/death to personnel 
from working at height 

Eliminate where possible 
Instigate stringent training and 
qualification regime 
Thorough jointly reviewed Method 
Statements and Risk Assessments 
Use of MEWPs, Rope Access, netting as 
appropriate all fully risk assessed. 

Blackfriars Station 
Redevelopment – working over 
the River Thames and Live Rail 
Routes. 

All Health and Safety personnel, 
supply chain and Client 

Disturbance of 
contaminated ground 

Eliminate where possible. 
Use of Specialist Supply Chain  
Use of Monitoring and Alarms 
Decontamination and Rescue Plans in 
place 

Olympic Aquatics Centre 
Noon Building – Southall, West 
London 
Kidderminster Town Centre 

All Health and Safety personnel, 
Temporary Works Department, 
BB Civil Engineering, Supply 
Chain and Client. 

Extremely tight delivery 
programme 

Use of specialist, recognised and robust 
supply chain 
Value engineering opportunities 
maximised 
Seamless integration of Roof and MEP 
Contractor  

Olympic Aquatics Centre 
Blackfriars Station 
Redevelopment 
London Heathrow T2B 
Stadium Roof Transformation 

All Health and Safety personnel, 
supply/procurement chain and 
Client. 

Delivery by supply chain Use of specialist, recognised, robust and 
financially stable supply chain partners 
 

Olympic Aquatics Centre 
Blackfriars Station 
Redevelopment 
London Heathrow T2B 
Stadium Roof Transformation 

Balfour Beatty Procurement, 
Client, supply chain 

Working around water  Instigate stringent training and 
qualification regime 
Thorough jointly reviewed Method 
Statements and Risk Assessments 

Blackfriars Station 
Redevelopment  
London Aquatics Centre 
Temple Quays, Bristol, UK 

All Health and Safety personnel, 
supply chain and Client. 

 Table 3: Initial indication of key risks to the safe delivery of the planned works 
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2.1.2 Quality Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Driving operational excellence and quality  
As thoughtful contributors to the built environment, attention to quality is central to 
Balfour Beatty. A core principle is driving operational excellence in all we do. We are 
committed to sharing our thinking inside and outside our company and harnessing the 
capabilities of our people, partners and supply chain to ensure quality delivery to our 
customers.  
Balfour Beatty operates a Quality Management System which complies with BS EN 
ISO 9001. We define quality as meeting customer requirements every time. We will 
identify and understand these requirements and focus on perfect execution throughout 
the project lifecycle so that our standards for managing quality will ensure that: 

• designs clearly evidence that they fully meet all customer requirements 
• robust quality planning enables works to be performed in a systematic, 

safe and coordinated manner 
• processes, materials and workmanship deliver a quality finished product 
• inspection and testing will support a right first time culture, reducing defects and re-work 
 

Delivering our quality requirements will be achieved by: 
• engaging with our customers, partners, designers and supply chain 
• identifying, and working in compliance with applicable legislation, corporate directives, relevant codes of practice, accepted industry 

standards and customer requirements 
• ensuring our Business Management System supports our right first time culture 
• embedding a quality culture which allows our people to take pride in their work and to fulfil their potential 
• harnessing all of Balfour Beatty Group’s capabilities and delivering locally 
• driving continuous improvement through the adoption of innovation and  best practice 
• establishing, implementing, cascading and reviewing corporate objectives to drive continual process improvement (GPS - Goals, 

Priorities and Scorecard) 
 

Outline & summary of the Quality Plan structure in line with B1300 requirements  
At the heart of project delivery is the Project Execution Plan (PEP) (please see appendix 2.1.2 A) , which is an integrated document that covers 
all operational aspects of Health, Safety, Quality Assurance and Environment, and describes how each of these issues will be addressed and 
managed throughout the project. This plan is dynamic, briefed to all project personnel and reviewed and revised on a regular basis.  The Quality 
Plan will be developed to outline the following specific project quality controls in accordance with B1300 of the ITT requirements and is 
embedded in the processes from inception, through design, into our supply chain and on site delivery through to handover and after care with 
the end users: 

a) Scope & requirements  
b) Quality Objectives & Mobilisation   
c) Resources & Responsibilities  
d) Documentation & Records   
e) Customer Satisfaction  
f) Design Management  
g) Supply Chain Management  

h) Inspection & Test  
i) Lean   
j) Asset Management  
k) Non Conformance and Defect Management  
l) Audit  
m) Handover  
n) Feedback 

 

Key points 
• Robust processes in place to deliver Zero Defects 
• Quality standards understood and delivered on the Aquatics Centre 
• Shared commitment to continually improve standards  
 

Figure 1: Quality Process Map  
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Principle processes and components 
Monitoring quality of construction output 
Quality on the Stadium project will be managed through a bespoke Quality Management/Project Plan used to consider: 

• The ownership of quality through appropriate talent and quality expertise within BB and our supply chain for each assignment and 
ensuring correct provisions and resource are in pace to monitor and report 

• Technical quality aspects, as measured by the progressive self certification inspection  and acceptance process and through the 
resolution of defect and acknowledgement of best practice    

• Perception of quality, measured by such indicators as customer involvement and stakeholder satisfaction 
• Suitable review of outputs, using appropriate review levels and participants to ensure successful project/asset handover 
• The embedment of robust Balfour Beatty quality processes to ensure correct approach by all parties to achieve and to progressively 

monitor quality results 
 

We have an established formal structured Business Management System that provides a framework for 
Quality Management. Our BMS operates under the principles of plan, implement, check, review and improve 
as well establishing a framework for our right first time culture and an understanding by all our people that the 
pursuit of excellence is not an option. The BMS: 

• Provides the framework for the delivery of our Quality Policy Statement 
• Establishes quality accountabilities and responsibilities at all levels from our executive leadership 

through to our workforce 
• Includes regimes to ensure people are trained and competent in the delivery of quality  
• Includes processes and procedures that enable the business to plan, implement, control, monitor, audit, review and improve our 

activities 
• Includes the capability to adapt to meet the needs of our varied and changing circumstances 
• Drives the culture and delivery of our “Right First Time” principles 
 

Our BMS uses a systematic approach to provide a high probability that our agreed service will be achieved. It is designed to accomplish our key 
objectives, to meet legislative and contract requirements and acts as a foundation for the identification of best practice, eradication of non-
conformances and continual improvement across our business. The BMS system will be used to inherent the correct project specific quality 
methods and tools for the Stadium Project across the project life cycle as per the Balfour Beatty Process Operating Model. 
 

Mobilisation of quality on the Stadium 
Quality culture initiatives and training & development will be embedded at the Stadium Transformation project through bottom up interventions. 
These include the establishment and promotion of:  

• Quality Golden Rules – each person on the project is asked to consider the following every day 
o I have the right information 
o I have the right materials & tools 
o I have seen the benchmark or understand the desired output 
o I know how to leave/protect the finished work 

• Quality focused inductions - Each induction will include specific items related to quality 
• Daily briefings - Each day each person will be briefed – this will include specific quality outcomes 
• Quality toolbox talks - Each trade will take part in periodic tool box talks related to product and /or process quality. Mock-ups, Samples 

and Benchmark will be used to raise awareness of Quality and engage workforce to ensure delivery of consistent quality 
• Shoulder taps - Our reward system for exemplary working methods. If one of our team recognises ‘model practices’, the individual(s) 

is(are) rewarded with shopping vouchers/breakfast tokens 
• Specific intervention strategies – ‘Stop for Quality’, ‘ Be Proud’, ‘Right First Time’ 
• Quality Site Walks – Periodic site walks with the supply chain and client will take place for quality performance 

Liaising and working cooperatively with the Employer 
The Project Management Plan/Quality Plan will be subject to approval, review and continuous improvement as appropriate to the project and in 
line with the B1300 requirements. As a minimum, the Project Quality Plan on the Stadium Transformation project will be approved by the Project 
Director, Construction Managers and reviewed for appropriateness by the Quality Manager and HSE Team and issued to the client for 

“The approach is ‘Right First 
Time' at every stage, through 
robust inspection and test regime 
and sign-off.”  
Indi Bansal, Quality Manager 
Balfour Beatty 
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• Conduct verification checks to confirm completeness of issue 
• Prevent NCR being built in and becoming a defect  
• Analyse cause of NCR & implement preventative and drive knowledge share 

 

We have re-engineered our day to day processes which typically rely on paper based forms and compliance inspections to an electronic 
process that can be operated on handheld computers (PDAs/tablets). The use of this tool will allow the project team to simplify and create an 
effective process to capture defect status and will: 

• Allow the project team to create a task/action which is assigned to the responsible sub-contractor company and person to conduct 
remedial works 

• Allow the project team to take digital photographs to supplement the task described 
• Allow the project team to pin point snag areas on localised drawings 
• Create bespoke “project geometry” to track snags and actions associated with readiness to handover areas/rooms. Use of tablets to 

scan barcode label to instantly select the inspection location 
• Allow a user friendly interface by creating “bespoke libraries”  (provide a common approach and forum of reporting across all sites) 
• Allow subcontractors to view only actions associated with their works 
• Allow the project team to monitor the status closure of these issues and produce management reports 
• Allow the business to monitor the high level quality performances of our site and analyse trends to facilitate improvement 

Liaising and working cooperatively 
Inspections will be conducted by all key stakeholder representatives (Balfour Beatty, design team, client and third party) to witness, verify and 
record that works comply with Building Regulations, contract specifications & construction drawings. A thorough inspection test programme and 
tracker will be developed to include all key inspections required for a successful and effective handover.  The Inspection & Test Package 
Schedule as part of the Quality Performance Dashboard will conclude all necessary checks for: 

• Phase 0 Testing – Offsite Factory/Fabrication Tests 
• Phase 1 Testing – Static Acceptance (Installation and Service Dead Testing) 
• Phase 2 Testing – Dynamic Integration (Building Commissioning) 
• Room /Area Completion Acceptance – Validation of works is fit for purpose, correct contents and fully functional 

 

Quality performance reporting on the Stadium Transformation project 
A Quality Performance Dashboard will be implemented on the Stadium Transformation Project.  This has been geared to consider and register 
all the inspection, approvals, documentation required during construction to ease the handover process: 

• Inspection & Test Plan Schedule – Identification of ITPs required by trade in line with construction start date and status of ITP 
approvals by BB and client where required 

• Sample, Benchmark and Material Acceptance Schedule – Identification of product and material requiring approval as per 
specification and status of approvals by Balfour Beatty, third party where required. 

• Inspection & Test Package Schedule – Identification of verifications and validation inspections to be conducted by BB and witnessed 
by 3rd party with the LLDC Supervisor and /or accepted by the client.  Inspections include offsite/onsite static installation checks, 
dynamic and integration testing 

• Handover Document Deliverables Acceptance Schedule – identification of all documents required for handover, i.e. Assurance 
Records, O&M, H&S File, Services/ Commissioning Certification , Statutory Approvals/Certificates, etc 

• Non-Conformance Schedule (NCR) – Status & summary detail for each works NCR raise 
• Defects and Outstanding Work List - Status of snags by trade  
 

Evidence of and confidence in our QMS 
We are able to evidence and give confidence in our QMS through its use and implementation on the Aquatics Centre during both the ODA build 
and LLDC Legacy Conversion (see Appendix 2.1.2 A).   
Balfour Beatty Perfect Landings model will not only ensure an efficient and effective handover that is snag free, but it will ensure we continue to 
support the End User Teams in a manner that is both responsive and effective. The process is backed up by a gateway process and an 
overarching Perfect Landings tracker (see Appendix 2.1.2 B) and KPI dashboard (see Appendix 2.1.2 C) allows all stakeholders to maintain 
visibility and closure of the progressive key project deliverables from design, samples, benchmarks through to end user training and full 
customer satisfaction.     
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2.1.3.1 Employment and Skills Strategy (Proposed Approach) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Our proposed approach to the employment and skills strategy will cover each of the following areas in more detail:  

• A  code of practice for recruitment agencies 

• Identification of apprentice opportunities on site 

• Supporting opportunities for women & disabled people 

• Ensuring the supply chain are involved in the delivery of targets 

• Working with other contractors and stakeholders on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 

• A commitment to accurate reporting 

• Training opportunities on site 

• Our  support for priority themes 

Our targeted approach to employment and skills will look to build on the successful practices that have been delivered as a Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park contractor since 2008 on the Aquatics Centre. This has given us a great insight into the challenges that are faced in delivering 
results in priority employment areas. We have reviewed our practices in their entirety to ensure we take the best practices onto the Stadium 
Shell and Core contract and more importantly learn the lessons where there have previously been particularly difficult challenges. 

To ensure the delivery of our Employment and Skills Plan (ESP), we have engaged with Newham Workplace and Reds 10. These are 
specialists in the delivery of apprenticeships and employment in targeted areas and already work with the LLDC. They will work with us to 
ensure that our processes deliver results in the targeted employment areas. We will also engage with JobCentre Plus as local partners for 
employment and skills.   

A genuine commitment to delivering results in priority employment areas, apprenticeships and training has the support within Balfour Beatty at 
the highest level and this will be reflected in all our practices. To ensure results are achieved, a dedicated member of our team will be 
responsible for interfacing with our partners and managing the delivery of the Employment and Skills Programme. There is a commitment to 
work actively and transparently at the start of the process with all relevant stakeholders. This will also be communicated to our supply chain and 
a contractual commitment will be secured at the time of procurement. 

The early identification of labour requirements is vital in ensuring employment and skills objectives are achieved. To ensure delivery we will 
provide a high level ESP for the project upon award. This will become a live document and communicated clearly with all relevant stakeholders. 
To ensure that this is kept up to date and relevant we will review on a monthly basis our own labour requirements and each subcontractor will be 
required to submit a labour histogram as part of their tender to inform the detail of their labour requirements, identifying employment and 
apprentice opportunities. 

We are seeking to build and improve on the targets we have set for the stadium roof works since the scope of the stadium transformation works 
offers greater opportunities for delivering results in priority areas. 

A code of practice for recruitment agencies  
Where new employment opportunities arise these are often filled using a recruitment agency. Their practices need to reflect the commitments 
we have to deliver the objectives of the LLDC’s socio economic policies. To ensure that there is engagement between brokerages and the 

Key points 

• Aligned vision and commitment to deliver on the objectives set out in the LLDC socio-economic policy 

• Commitment to continue and complete obligations towards existing apprenticeships  

• Commitment to build on existing relationships with job brokerages 
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active agencies being used on site. All subcontractors will be required to provide details of the agencies they use as a contractual requirement 
prior to starting on site. All agencies working for us and our subcontractors (secured through contractual obligations) will also be required to sign 
up to a code of practice that ensures the payment of the Construction Working Rule Agreements and 100% adoption on the London Living 
Wage for roles not covered under the CIJC /trade union Agreement. Early and regular audit under the Memoranda of Agreement of our 
appointed supply chain will ensure compliance in this area. There will also be a requirement for all positions instructed to be communicated to 
the brokerages before being advertised elsewhere. Initially, these details will be provided to Newham Workplace as the most important local 
brokerage.  

Identification of apprentice opportunities on site 
In keeping with our targeted approach to employment and skills we will identify apprenticeship opportunities at the start of the project, prior to 
starting on site. We have already demonstrated our commitment to providing apprentice opportunities during the Aquatic Centre construction 
and legacy works, both through our own apprentice frameworks and by providing placements for the Legacy Apprentices during transformation. 
To date we have engaged with 41 apprentices and there is a commitment to provide a minimum of 36 apprentice opportunities as part of the 
stadium shell and core works. These are to be both new opportunities and also positions offering continuity of work with Legacy Apprentices to 
enable them to continue with their vocational qualification. 

Our approach to apprentices has been recognised by inclusion in the Top 100 Employers list. This is supported by both the National 
Apprenticeship Service (NAS) and City and Guilds.    

We acknowledge that our supply chain and sub contractors will have an important part to play in the support of the apprenticeship programme. 
We will, with the support of local providers, map out the delivery of apprentices based on the suitability of packages of work and their 
compatibility with apprentice frameworks. Requirements to make apprentice placements available will then be written into sub contract orders.  

We are committed to working with the LLDC to identify where continuity of employment can be offered to Legacy Apprentices currently active on 
the transformation works. Where the programmes of our packages of work are too short for apprentices to finish their frameworks, we will utilise 
the Apprentice Training Agency approach to delivery. Using registered ATA’s who offer direct employment to apprentices and can place the 
candidates onto other sites ideally within the QEOP or the surrounding area to ensure that NVQ frameworks are completed. This maximises the 
opportunities we can deliver as part of our scope of works and within the programme constraints of the stadium transformation.  

We also operate an Apprenticeship model that will allow people to work towards an apprenticeship whilst moving between and working within a 
number of businesses in our supply chain. The model ensures continuity of employment, increased job security and gives a breadth of 
experience to the trainee allowing them to complete and achieve a full apprenticeship framework. 

Later in this submission we refer to our proposals for an Apprentice Hub.  

Supporting opportunities for women and disabled people 
The use of an effective ESP underpinned by a labour histogram can identify specific opportunities for women and disabled people. We believe 
that women and disabled people should have access to as many roles as possible as part of the stadium transformation. Where appropriate we 
will work with local outreach partners including Women into Construction. This has previously been demonstrated during the course of the 
Aquatics Centre Olympic build, whereby, we actively engaged with the Women into Construction programme giving work experience 
opportunities to eight women of various trades. This resulted in two of the women being given permanent roles by the facilitating subcontractor. 
We aim to encourage women to fill specific roles as part of the project.  

To support the delivery of disabled people into work we are committed to providing a minimum of two opportunities as part of NewCo's 
Workchoice program, supported by the Department of Work and Pensions. This will provide a disabled person with a six month supported work 
placement as part of the stadium project. NewCo are a member of British Association of Supported Employment.  

Ensuring the supply chain and subcontractors are involved in the delivery of targets 
As mentioned above our subcontractors have a vital role to play in the delivery of targets we have committed to in priority policy areas. A 
requirement to support us in the delivery of these commitments is to be included in the subcontractor’s orders to ensure they are fully engaged 
with the process and programmes to achieve results we put in place.  
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A contractual requirement for each of our subcontractors will be to provide their own ESP's and labour histogram for their package of works prior 
to commencement of works on site. This will ensure that our targeted approach can be delivered as well as informing our own ESP and labour 
projections. As highlighted the requirement to make new vacancies available to job brokerages exclusively for a set period of time prior to 
commencing on site will also be a written into our subcontractor’s orders.  

We have an important role to play in ensuring that our subcontractors engaged in the stadium transformation are fully informed of the socio 
economic and employment priorities of the project. A briefing note highlighting the targets we have committed to and the processes we intend to 
put in place will be sent to all subcontractors as part of the invitation to tender. 

Working with other contractors and stakeholders on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
Collaboration with other contractors and stakeholders is vital in ensuring that information is exchanged that can help achieve the employment 
and skills priorities of the LLDC and Local Authorities. This will ensure there is continuity of employment opportunities on the park.  

We are committed to communicating skills and training requirements as part of the stadium shell and core works. We offer to present the scope 
of works and labour requirements to the Construction Operatives Group. This will provide an insight of the project requirements to relevant local 
stakeholders.  

Our collaboration with other sub-contractors will include the sharing of data from the biometric entrance system to support their reporting on 
target employment areas, whilst recognising that those employed on the project have the right not to provide this data, should they choose, 
under the Data Protection Act. 

A commitment to accurate reporting  
In order to report accurately on the priority employment areas it is vital that relevant data is collected when all operatives are inducted onto the 
site. To achieve this, we have welcomed the sharing of good practice by the LLDC with the issuing of a comprehensive induction form to all staff 
and operatives working on the project that will provide information on all the priority areas required to be reported on.  

We are committed to continuing to report monthly in all required priority areas in the format provided by the LLDC. One of the major challenges 
faced during the transformation of the Aquatics Centre has been the capturing of the monthly active workforce on site. We have reviewed our 
systems and are seeking to improve processes to ensure that an accurate monthly snapshot of the workforce can be provided. This will be 
supported by a biometric site access system to the stadium. We would work with the principal contractors currently on site to ensure that the 
system in place is transferable. 

Training opportunities on site   
Our business relies on having a skilled workforce to carry out packages of work to the highest quality. We are constantly looking for ways in 
which we can continue to support up skilling through training and education opportunities. Our commitment to this was demonstrated during the 
construction and transformation of the Aquatics Centre. As an example of this, we ran a comprehensive training programme in conjunction with 
Speedy. We were successful in up skilling both our employees and our subcontract labour by providing an onsite trainer, training facilities and 
co-ordinating this with our supply chain requirements. We provided access to courses such as, behavioural safety training, PASMA, MEWPS 
resulting in over 500 staff being trained during the course of the Aquatics Centre Olympic build. 

We provided evidence based documentation to the Olympic Delivery Authority to confirm any new qualifications and numbers of staff trained. 
We will ensure as the main contractor to engage with our subcontractors to confirm their commitment to the ongoing development on their 
workforce, providing evidence of their qualifications achieved and any further NVQ development. Training will be reviewed and monitored on a 
monthly basis during the course of the build.  

Checks will be made during the induction process to ensure that the workforce on site will have the competence and skills to carry out their role. 
There is a mandatory CSCS requirement to work on site. Equality and Inclusion training will also be covered during the induction process. 

Our support for priority themes  
We are currently supporting a number of initiatives that seek to help young people gain knowledge in construction opportunities; these are 
directly linked to our activity on the Aquatics Centre. We are an active supporter of the Construction Youth Trust (CYT). This summer we have 
provided work experience placements for two people from Newham. These placements will be offered again for the October half term. If 
awarded the stadium contract we intend to continue offering work placements for the duration of the contract. We have previously demonstrated 
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out commitment to support the Olympic host borough schools by introducing a schools engagement plan in the infancy of the Aquatics Centre 
project. We provided over 28 work experience placements during the course of the build, careers events for local schools for students who had 
a particular interest in the Construction and Built Environment and numerous site visits for engineering undergraduates. 

We are sincere in our commitment to help the LLDC achieve a tangible legacy in socio economic priority themes. We support the aspirations of 
the LLDC to set up a Technical College, as a lasting legacy of the games. We will offer our support with the provision of mentors and the 
provision of an Apprentice Hub on site which will facilitate IT access for apprentices to continue their studies. We will establish this facility in 
conjunction with . 
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2.1.3.2 Employment and Skills Targets (Proposed Targets) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We have learnt from our own experiences as a QEOP contractor that early intervention is vital in delivering results in targeted employment 
areas. We are committed to ensuring that the workforce local to the Stadium have a chance to gain employment where opportunities arise. This 
will require active engagement with local brokerages, in particular Workplace based in Newham. Most importantly we acknowledge that 
brokerages need early notification of the jobs and skills needed as part of the stadium works and early engagement with our appointed supply 
chain will help us to achieve this. 
We are committed to ensuring that all new positions that arise as a result of the stadium with both us as main contractor but also within our 
subcontractors are accessible to local brokerages. Our approach to delivery will be the issuing of Employment and Skills Plans (ESP) to all the 
local brokerages to ensure they have early notification of new positions.   
We have shown a real commitment to equality, inclusion, employment and skills throughout its involvement in the development of the Queen 
Elizabeth Park. The projects Respect for People and opportunities initiatives have been instrumental in communicating this commitment to 
diversity and delivering real benefits to various groups, individuals, including employees and the local community.  
We consider the targets below to be realistic and achievable. We have reviewed the scope of works for the stadium transformation and labour 
requirements. We anticipate that there will be in the region of 400 operatives on site during peak times at the stadium. We have included the 
number of projected workforce in each target area. We will ensure there is a targeted evidence based approach to employment and skills by 
working with Reds10 and the Newham Job Brokerage. 
 

Priority Area Target Project workforce numbers 
based on 400 peak operatives 

% of workforce from host borough 40% 140 

% BAME workforce   40% 140 

% previously unemployed  23% 60 

% disabled workforce 5% 20 

% women workforce 8% 32 

% apprentice workforce 7% 36 
 
 
We have also assessed the targets against what we have achieved on the site to date. This 
includes the performance on the Aquatics Centre where the following targets were 
achieved:  
These targets were independently endorsed by the Olympic Delivery Authority auditors who 
concluded that “Balfour Beatty has shown a real commitment to the Equality, Inclusion, 
Employment and Skills throughout its involvement in the development the Olympic Park” 
We understand from our current involvement on the Roof Contract and also from our 
Legacy work on the Aquatics Centre that the accurate reporting of data to the client has 
not always been forthcoming.  We therefore commit on appointment as Principal Contractor to review all induction processes, information and 
record collection and align it with electronic systems and records.  It is our intention to monitor our workforce on site by the introduction of a 
biometric entry system which will reflect ‘real time’ accurate data thereby establishing correct reporting information against our targets. KPI’s will 
be provided to the LLDC on a monthly basis. 

BAME workforce 36% 
Previously Unemployed 21% 
Disabled Workforce 3% 
Women Workforce  2% 
Number of apprentices  36 

Key points 
• Commitment to exceed targets achieved at the Aquatics 
• Commitment to provide and collate fully detailed data to confirm objectives are being achieved 
• Commitment to a high level of BAME workforce employment 

Table 1: Proposed Shell and Core employment targets 

Table 2: Aquatics Centre achieved employment targets 
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2.1.4 Inclusion 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Our inclusion strategy will cover the following areas in more detail: 

• Balfour Beatty as an inclusive Employer 

• Our experience of the Park 

• Stakeholder engagement and a partnership approach 

• Inclusion through contractual commitment 

• A targeted approach 

Introduction 
Key to being able to demonstrate inclusion through the transformation of stadium, there must be an understanding of the legacy left by the 
games. The London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games were won on a commitment to promote a lasting legacy of accessibility and 
inclusion. No one can doubt their success. The success of legacy in delivering the promise set by the Games starts with the transformation of 
the park and venues. We have been part of the transformation as the main contractor on the Aquatics Centre. Transforming it from an 
accessible world class sports arena to a facility that will soon be accessible to all. We want to demonstrate that through the transformation works 
we can build on our own best practice and also the best practices that have been developed across the park and industry. This requires 
evaluation of what we have achieved to date. Core to our business ethos is the commitment to continue to adopt best practice alongside a 
desire to create best practice.  

It is clear from the London Legacy Development Corporation’s Equality and Inclusion Policy that objectives are focused on convergence. That 
the residents of the host boroughs should benefit from the same opportunities as their neighbours across London. This is encapsulated in their 
five key objectives: 

• Places should be created with the highest standards of inclusive design 

• Procurement should be used to maximise the positive opportunities for the diverse residents of East London.  

• That the practices of the corporation and its partners should deliver flagship projects to promote inclusion and the recruitment of a 
diverse workforce 

• The continued promotion of disabled sport after the Paralympic Games 

• That projects should look to integrate future residents of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park with their neighbours 

We understand the objectives that the legacy corporation has set. We acknowledge the responsibility that key partners must play in the delivery 
of the LLDC’s objectives. Our proposals seek to demonstrate how as the transformation of stadium contractor we can play our part in delivering 
tangible benefits for the convergence agenda. We will support the LLDC in its status under the Equality Act 2010 which involves removing or 
minimising disadvantages suffered by people (because they are from a protected equality group). 

Balfour Beatty as an inclusive Employer 
We are an Equal Opportunities Employer, complying with and often exceeding public sector equality duty.  We are determined to ensure that no 
job applicant or employee receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of colour, race, age, nationality, national or ethnic origin, disability, 
sex or marital status, sexual orientation or religion. We avoid unlawful discrimination in all aspects of employment including recruitment, 

Key points 

• Robust strategies in place to maximise opportunities  

• We promote shared values within our supply chain 

• Commitment to improve on achievements achieved at the Aquatics Centre  
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promotion, opportunities for training, pay and benefits, discipline and selection for redundancy. Person and job specifications are limited to those 
requirements that are necessary for the effective performance of the job. We pay and require all our subcontractors to pay in line with the CIJC 
Working Rule Agreement, or if not covered by a trade union agreement, the minimum payment of the London Living Wage. 

Candidates for employment or promotion are assessed objectively against the requirements for the job, taking account of any reasonable 
adjustments that may be required for candidates with a disability. Disability and personal or home commitments do not form the basis of 
employment decisions except where necessary. We consider any possible indirectly discriminatory effect of our standard working practices, 
including the number of hours to be worked, the times at which these are to be worked and the place at which work is to be done, when 
considering requests for variations to these standard working practices and will refuse such requests only if we consider we have good reasons, 
unrelated to any prohibited ground of discrimination, for doing so. We comply with our obligations in relation to statutory requests for contract 
variations. We also make reasonable adjustments to standard working practices to overcome barriers caused by disability.  

We monitor the ethnic, gender and age composition of the existing workforce and of applicants for jobs (including promotion), and the number of 
people with disabilities within these groups, and will consider and take any appropriate action to address any problems which may be identified 
as a result of the monitoring process. All new employees receive a copy of our Equal Opportunities policy. To ensure the accessibility of this 
policy Balfour Beatty has also produced ‘A Guide to Equal Opportunities’ booklet, which provides guidance to all staff about the relevant laws, 
company policy and about the individual responsibilities of staff as both employees and within their roles of responsibility to ensure everyone is 
treated fairly and works in an environment free from prejudice.  

Our experience on the Park 
An example of how we will support and deliver our policies in relation to equality and diversity is highlighted through the Aquatics Centre project. 
We have established an Opportunities Leadership Group to work across our Olympic Projects reviewing performance and strategically directing 
our work in this area. Their responsibilities are crystallised in our Equality Action Plan. Our experience on the East London Line and, more 
recently, the Aquatics Centre has enabled us to address employment and opportunity issues with some measurable success. Building on the 
lessons we have learned are four clear objectives:   

1. Adopt and implement equality and diversity policies and procedures 

2. Promote equality and diversity 

3. Monitor equality and the diversity of the workforce (including during recruitment)  

4. Ensuring our supply chain engage 

Stakeholder engagement and a partnership approach 
We see the engagement with the LLDC and their stakeholder partners including the London Borough of Newham  as a vital part of our 
inclusivity strategy. If selected as contractor for the main stadium transformation we propose to hold an inclusivity pre start meeting that will look 
to review the protocols we have put in place to date. Engagement will continue throughout the transformation works to ensure that our 
construction site is accessible and that barriers to employment are removed. Throughout the works we want to make sure that positive 
outcomes can be maximised. A specific member of the Balfour Beatty team will be a point of contact on all inclusivity related issues. They will be 
responsible for ensuring that our targets are met and exceeded where possible.  

Inclusion through contractual commitment 
A key objective of the LLDC is to use procurement to maximise the positive opportunities for residents of the host Boroughs. With stadium 
transformation we share this objective through our own procurement. We are committed to ensuring that measures ensuring inclusivity on site 
will be included as a contractual obligation with our subcontractors. This will support our strategies for ensuring a diverse workforce and support 
of the Legacy Apprenticeship Scheme. Subcontractors will be required to engage with local job brokerages including Newham Workplace to 
ensure that local residents have access to the employment opportunities on site.    

A targeted approach  
It will be vital for the main contractor on the stadium works to take the lead on issues of inclusion, demonstrating industry leading practices. We 
are committed to taking this leading role as it can impact the operations of our subcontractors in a positive way. By showing what is possible, the 
ripple effect is that subcontractors can take an understanding of inclusivity onto other construction sites, improving the industry as a whole.  
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As highlighted in the LLDC’s Equality and Inclusion Policy 2012 the host Boroughs and in particular the host Boroughs surrounding the Park 
including Newham have some of the most diverse communities within London and the UK. The demographics of the local area include high 
percentages of young, Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) and also disabled people. However, within these groups there is also high 
unemployment. Our target inclusive approach to employment will seek to support the LLDC’s convergence policies.  

As outlined in our response to 2.1.3.1 we are committed to ensuring that our employment and skills strategy maximises the diversity of our 
workforce. To deliver the above an Employment and Skills Plan (ESP) will identify specific roles that can be targeted to underrepresented 
groups from Newham and the other adjacent host Boroughs. We want to offer tangible outcomes from this approach. To ensure that disabled 
residents from Newham are part of the stadium workforce we have made a commitment to support a minimum of two people from NewCo’s 
Work Choice programme. This will continue to build on the achievements we have had to date in achieving 3% of the workforce being disabled 
on the Aquatics Centre transformation.  

Our targeted approach will seek to build on the achievements we have had in delivering opportunities for women as part of the Aquatics Centre 
transformation. Through offering work placements for two previously unemployed women, full time employment was secured. We are committed 
to continuing to work with Women into Construction to ensure that women gain access to job opportunities. Through ensuring that job 
opportunities on site are shared with Women into Construction via the LAVA Portal suitable female candidates can be sought.   

Supporting young people into a career in construction will be vital in ensuring that convergence occurs for the host boroughs. We have been 
proud of our contribution to supporting apprentices during transformation to date. The LLDC has achieved great success through the Legacy 
Apprenticeship scheme. We have to date made 36 apprenticeship opportunities available on the works for the Aquatics Centre. We will continue 
to maximise opportunities for young people and are committed to a minimum of 24 apprentice opportunities as part of the Main Stadium works. 
This is addition to the four opportunities we have already identified as part of the roof works.  

To embed diversity into the hearts and minds of everyone, a diversity training programme; Respect for People will continue to be delivered to all 
employees, subcontractors and operatives throughout our projects. This aims to raise awareness and understanding of diversity and its 
organisational and individual benefits. The training focuses on practical actions employees can take to promote inclusion. Feedback indicates 
that the team now has a greater understanding of the benefits derived from a more diverse workforce. 
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2.1.5 Community Engagement 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The final construction works on the Olympic stadium converting it into a world class sport and cultural facility will complete the transformation of 
sporting venues on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP). It is vital that during these works, engagement with the surrounding community 
is clear and inclusive to make sure that the surrounding communities feel connected to the facility when it opens to the public. We are committed 
to working in Partnership with the LLDC, Newham and West Ham Football club to ensure that we support their community engagement 
objectives.   

The aims and objectives of the Development Corporation’s Community Engagement Policy is to ensure that the QEOP knits into the existing 
communities surrounding the park. Through engagement it seeks to hear their views in shaping the park. It also seeks to ensure that socio-
economic opportunities are maximised for residents supporting the growth of cohesive and sustainable communities, with an inclusive and 
entrepreneurial outlook. As an experienced contractor on the QEOP we have understood the importance of stakeholder and community 
engagement through our works on the Aquatics Centre. That experience has highlighted the need for a dedicated Officer to co-ordinate 
community and stakeholder liaison who will be responsible for implementing our community engagement strategy and reporting on its 
performance against the aspirations of the legacy corporation’s policy.    

A key driver of all LLDC Policy areas is convergence. There is a commitment to ensure that residents surrounding the park have access to 
employment opportunities. We have outlined clear and targeted strategies for employment and skills, equality and inclusion in our responses to 
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. It is vital to the success of these strategies that initiatives designed to help residents surrounding the park into work 
are clearly communicated. We will work with the LLDC and Newham, in particular to ensure that there is targeted outreach for apprenticeship 
opportunities within Newham.  

As well as supporting outreach activities we will also work with the LLDC and Newham to ensure that access to site is available during 
transformation for school and other engagement visits. Managed in a safe way, it will offer a fantastic insight into all aspects of the 
transformation works and help to build connections.  During the course of the Aquatic Centre Olympic build we hosted over 42 school and 
university visits to site and held careers events in host borough schools.  

The engagement with schools forms a vital part of our Considerate Contractors initiatives. We are an industry leader in the scheme and look to 
achieve a minimum of Gold standard on all of our projects. Our commitment to achieving excellence has been rewarded for our works on the 
Aquatics Centre where a gold award was achieved and we were also Most Considerate Contractor Runner Up, across the UK, in 2012. The 
Considerate Contractor Scheme offers an independent audit of our engagement practices.  

As a contracting partner we will actively support initiatives that have been set up or championed by the Legacy Corporation. The Echo is a 
scheme that we can lend our range of expertise to. It is a tangible way of linking the stadium works with the surrounding community. We are 
committing to this project. We will work with the Echo team to explore which areas of our expertise can best support local people and 
businesses. We are also committed to using the time of our staff to support the Future Foundations Legacy Careers project. The project is a 
great way of connecting with young people surrounding the stadium and helps in raising their career aspirations and fosters an entrepreneurial 
spirit.   

As a team, we have enjoyed supporting community projects during the Aquatics project. To coincide with 'World Hunger Day' the Aquatics 
Centre forewent their lunch and donated the money they would have spent to Newham Food Bank. A charity football game is also in the 
pipeline. Our history of holding and hosting charitable events will continue with a new focus being placed upon smaller local charities for whom 
relatively modest donations can make a real difference. 

Key points 

• Build on existing relationships with the London Borough of Newham and other host Boroughs 

• Continuity of personnel and relationships from the Aquatics Centre 

• Commitment to work in partnership with future tenants and operators 
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Our engagement strategy will look to work in Partnership with the future tenants of the stadium. We will support their community outreach 
programs and work closely with the West Ham Community Sports trust. Our dedicated Stakeholder/Liaison Manager,  will be your 
regular contact on-site to ensure that our operations are understood and that we in turn understand and make arrangements to accommodate 
your business and daily functions including deliveries, VIP liaison, parking and traffic management. The role also extends to your neighbours 
generally in line with our Considerate Constructors obligations and will cover:  

• Agreement to logistics and interface with any shared access provisions  

• Regular inspections of hoardings and footpaths  

• Managing communications with each of the neighbours  

• Initiating and chairing the neighbourhood liaison meetings  

• Preparing and issuing of regular newsletter updates  

• Ensuring compliance with the Considerate Constructors Scheme  

• Undertaking satisfaction surveys  

• Liaison with other local construction teams  

• Dealing with complaints making sure each one is promptly dealt with and closed out  

  

Our community engagement will also be guided by the client’s requirements to ensure a consistent approach to the community and external 
stakeholders. Workshops and forums will be held as necessary to maintain open relationships and keep stakeholders up to date on construction 
progress and its impact on all third parties. We will also engage in the following community activities: 

• Engagement with local schools and visits  

• Work experience for local school pupils  

• Fundraising for local charities  

• Re-introduction of friends and family visits   

• Supporting any client initiatives, such as Time to Shine 

 

In addition, we are already supporting the construction of the Cre8 Sustainability Academy in Hackney Wick. This is an initiative which is also 
supported by the LLDC and Groundwork London.  

At the London Aquatics Centre, the CCS assessors praised the team for continuing to show the construction industry in its best light through a 
commitment to best practice and innovation. They also referred to the way in which the team engaged with the community and all the other 
stakeholders by their willingness to receive visitors and provide tours and talks. The efforts that went into making the Friends and Family Events 
so successful and which boosted the charitable donations to more that £26,000 were also highlighted. The money raised helped to fund ‘Time to 
Shine’, the annual Stoke Mandeville event providing mixed sporting activities for host borough disabled and disadvantaged children. Finally, the 
Balfour Beatty team were commended for their focus upon the environment and, in particular, the high use of recycled materials, reduced waste 
to landfill and more than 50% by weight of materials being delivered by sustainable transport.  

We acknowledge the leading role that a Tier 1 contractor can take in community engagement and that we can help inform the practices of our 
supply chain. We will do all we can to encourage our subcontractors to support community initiatives with which we are engaged. 
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2.1.6 Inclusive Design 
 

 

 

 

 

Embedding the principles of Inclusive Design 
This response sets out how we will fully embed the principles of inclusive design as set out in the Inclusive Design Strategy, the Inclusive 
Design Standards and the specific requirements of the Inclusive Design Access Statement. 

Balfour Beatty will appoint Buro Happold Inclusive Design Consultancy (BHID) as our inclusive design consultant, registered with the National 
Register of Access Consultants.   

Our lead Designer, Populous will ensure that inclusive design is fully integrated throughout the design and our Design Manager, , 
will manage the process. We will build on our experience gained on other projects including the Aquatics Centre to create a place that can be 
used and enjoyed independently and safely by everyone regardless of ability, disability, age, gender, sexual orientation, race or faith.  
our Director for Design, will review proposals with  and the design team to ensure that we meet the adopted standards of the London 2012 
ODA IDS. worked with the ZHA Aquatics design team,  the project access consultant, and  the ODA’s 
access officer to ensure a successful inclusive design outcome at the Aquatics Centre. maintains a good working relationship with  

who wrote the ODA IDS,  

Our Inclusive Access Statement (IAS) will be developed further during stage E to formalise the solution and to provide assurance on compliance 
as the design develops. Each development of the IAS will contain an explanation of measures that will be incorporated within the scheme to 
facilitate access and use by all people, including disabled people and indicate how the design of the proposals meets the design standards, 
good practice design guidance, Building Regulations and other access requirements.  

Meeting the Employer’s Inclusive Design Standards (IDS) 
Buro Happold Inclusive Design Consultancy (BHID) is well versed in the delivery of projects that meet the needs of diverse communities through 
development of flexible and inclusive design solutions putting people at the heart of the design process. 

BHID will establish a rigorous internal review process and change control mechanisms (see Fig 
1) that highlight and track critical elements in regards to inclusive design elements which parallel 
the structure of the LLDC’s Inclusive Design Standards (IDS) to ensure that the delivered venue 
is one which people feel comfortable and secure and is convenient and accessible to everybody.  

In supporting the design team, BHID as the author and contributor to the original ODA Inclusive 
Design Standards has extensive knowledge of background arguments and the requirements of 
the LLDC’s IDS. BHID brings an exceptional knowledge of not only good practice guidance and 
relevant research to the process but also have a long working relationship with stakeholder 
groups such as the LLDC’s Built Environment Access Panel (BEAP).  

The internal review process will complement the LLDC’s conformance reporting process; the 
conformance reporting process will be used to demonstrate compliance with LLDC’s standards or where designs deviate from the IDS, the 
proposed alternative solutions and the rationale for the consideration of the LLDC and/or BEAP. 

Many elements of the Inclusive Design Standards will be relevant to the Olympic Stadium Transformation and will require attention throughout 
the design process. External movement will be particularly relevant given the extensive nature of the external works. Graded routes, ramps, 
bridges for pedestrian use, and seating/rest points will all need to be addressed along with walking surfaces, tactile paving, street furniture, 
signage and lighting.  

Key points 

• Maximise opportunities for inclusivity during detailed design development  

• Fully utilise expertise within Balfour Beatty and Consultant team  

• Maintain established relationships with BEAP 

Figure 1: Sample page from our IDS Tracking 
Schedule – full page on page 4 
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Internal movement within the facility will also be paramount. Entrances, doors, steps, handrails, lifts, circulation corridors and venue concourses, 
and floor finishes will all require focus when considering people movement, while the number, positioning, and layout of accessible toilets, family 
(Baby Change) facilities and emergency egress will need full consideration also.  

Within the stadium itself, we will be reviewing the spectator and amenity seating with a particular emphasis on wheelchair user viewing. 

Meeting the Employer’s Built Environment Access Panel (BEAP) 
BHID brings to the project extensive experience of consultation and engagement with stakeholder groups. During the development of the 
Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) Inclusive Design Standards BHID consulted widely with the ODA’s Built Environment Access Panel and the 
Access and Inclusion Forum in formulation of the standards reflecting and addressing the needs of the diverse communities of interest 
represented. Consultation with the ODA’s groups continued through the design development of the venues for which BHID provided advice 
(London 2012 Olympic Stadium, Velodrome, Basketball Arena, Water Polo and Media Centre). 

During the development of the Legacy Communities Scheme (LCS) planning application BHID worked closely with the LLDC and BEAP for the 
aspirations of the LCS as well as the detail such as housing typology studies to ensure Inclusive Design could be integrated successfully. 

As part of the Olympic Stadium Transformation design team, BHID has supported the design team in their engagement with BEAP. 

BHID has also worked closely with The O2’s consultative access group (the AAA group) on many projects including Up at the O2, the climb over 
the top of the O2 (365m long; 52m in height) stretching the concept of accessibility and inclusion by challenging the perception of what disabled 
and non-disabled people can achieve. 

Our experience in stakeholder consultation 
Our Director for Design,  led our design management of the London Aquatics Centre and worked with ZHA architects and the ODA’s 
access officer,  to ensure that the design in Olympic, Paralympics and Legacy modes took full account of the needs of all 
users of the building including people with mobility impairments, wheelchair users, families with children, those with secondary and cognitive 
impairments, people of different faiths and languages.  will be involved in reviewing our designs with  and the project team. 

Our experience on Aquatics, the significant number of public Education Framework projects and major public infrastructure projects, such as 
Heathrow Terminal 2 and Blackfriars Station, all executed in the last 5 years, has confirmed the importance to our design managers of leading 
an open dialogue with all stakeholders to ensure that full consultation is facilitated to listen and understand the needs of a diverse group of key 
stakeholders. 

BHID has experience in wider community engagement, particularly as part of the planning process. BHID believes that engaging with 
communities means contributing in a way that helps them become stronger and more prosperous. Inclusive consultation with stakeholders is 
crucial for Buro Happold to ensure that their needs and opinions are reflected in our projects.  

Consultation for the Inclusive Access Statement included UK Athletics, Newham and Essex Beagles (Athletics Club), IAAF technical 
representatives, 2015 Rugby Worlds Cup, LLDC Technical Fora, BEAP and GLA Technical Adviser. In developing the IAS, we will continue to 
consult with these bodies and expand this consultation to include West Ham Football Club, their Supporters Club and other relevant stakeholder 
groups. 

Meeting the needs of diverse communities 
Inclusive design is more than just access for disabled people. As part of that process we will take into account potential social, cultural and 
community users to provide an inclusive environment suitable for diverse user groups, including disabled people, older people, carers, people of 
diverse faiths and parents with young children. Where a single design solution cannot accommodate all users, our aim is to provide as much 
choice and flexibility as possible. 

Good practice guidance is often narrowly focused; however BHID has significant experience working in culturally diverse communities where 
issues may cross the recognised lines of good practice experience: A clear example of this is where BHID codified many of the issues in 
regards to faith that were raised in consultation as part of the ODA’s IDS. Our experience working internationally also has increased our 
awareness of the subtleties of working in diverse communities.  

We regularly engage inclusive design experts but also engaged people with disabilities to help us design specific facilities. An example of this 
involves the engagement of  on the RNOH Hospital at Stanmore.  is Director of one of the largest access management 
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companies. He sustained a spinal chord sever in 1983 and spent 10 months in hospital experiencing trauma and rehabilitation services, social 
support, and resettlement. therefore, was the perfect person to advise on the design of new facilities dealing with the injuries and 
disabilities he had experienced. 

Our Access Consultant - Buro Happold Inclusive Design 
Buro Happold Inclusive Design (BHID) team will be an integral part of the team, with the role of access consultant and Inclusive Design 
Champion. 

The appointment of BHID as access consultant would bring their wealth of experience in the development of inclusive facilities within the Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park. Members of the BHID access consultancy team were co-authors of the London Development Agency’s ‘Access for All 
Framework’ document (2004) setting out the high level requirements and deliverables in regards to how access and inclusive design would be 
delivered if London won the Olympics. BHID individuals were engaged as part of the Olympic Park masterplanning team and subsequently 
provided access consultancy services as part of the design teams for the Olympic Stadium, Velodrome, Basketball, Water Polo, the Media and 
Energy Centres as well as Horse Guards Parade and the Mall. The 2012 Olympic Velodrome was a finalist in the Civic Trust’s 2012 Selwyn 
Goldwyn Inclusive Design Awards. 

BHID provided access consultancy services to the Olympic Stadium Transformation design team, seeing the design process through the 
submission and awarding of planning. 

As authors and contributors to the ODA’s IDS, BHID has a firm grasp of the content and background to the LLDC’s IDS. Having worked 
extensively in the Olympic Park, BHID has a good working relationship with both JLAB and BEAP, where dialogue and engagement is important 
in obtaining suitable outcomes for both the contractor and ultimately the community of users.  

Managing the Role 
Balfour Beatty will appoint Buro Happold Inclusive Design Consultancy (BHID) as our inclusive design consultant. Populous as our lead 
Designer will ensure that inclusive design is fully integrated throughout the design and our Design Manager, , will manage the 
process. 

We will implement a Consultation and Partnership Matrix to engage with stakeholder groups and confirm compliance with inclusive design 
standards. Our Design Manager will lead and own the matrix and manage outcomes and design deliverables with the design team and supply 
chain. The matrix will link to our quality management procedure to check specifications and drawings are compliant prior to submission for client 
acceptance. 

The Consultation and Partnership Matrix will be ‘signed off’ at each design development stage, typically informed by RIBA design stages and 
the design and procurement programme. 
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2.1.7.2 Environmental Legislation 
 

 

 

 

 

Balfour Beatty is an externally accredited ISO 14001 certified company. We take our environmental responsibilities seriously and aim to go 
beyond legislative compliance on all of our construction sites to set new standards in environmental practice. 

We have completed some £400m of work on a variety of London 2012 projects to date and our selected management team and our key supply 
partners for the main Stadium works have significant Olympic Park experience.  

Site Environmental Management 
Our extensive experience means that we are acutely aware of the potential for construction works to disrupt the normal functioning of a local 
community. This disruption can have a negative impact on the overall regeneration of the area and therefore we have developed strategies to 
ensure that our legacy is a positive one. 

Site Environment Management Plan 
We will produce a comprehensive Environment Management Plan (EMP) prior to starting on site which will include a detailed Aspects and 
Impacts Register specific to the Olympic Stadium site and the scope of the proposed works.  The EMP will be cognisant of the Code of 
Construction Practice. Working in compliance with the EMP will form part of our contract agreements with our supply chain partners.   

The Aspects and Impact register will build on the key risks already presented in this tender submission and will include further mitigation 
measures as necessary. The Register will be reviewed and updated on a regular basis to ensure it accurately reflects the current and proposed 
scope of works and methods of working. 

We will keep up to date with any changes in regulation via the monthly Business Environmental Updates administered by the Environment 
Agency. Any new piece of legislation that may have an impact on our construction site activities will result in a revision to the EMP and will be 
communicated to our site team. 

On-site environmental support 
Our proposed Environment Manager,  is a Member of the Chartered Institute of Water and Environmental Management, Chartered 
Institute of Waste Management and a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. She has been working on the Olympic Park site for the past 15 
months. She is familiar with the operational procedures across the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and has been overseeing the implementation 
and subsequent data collection to finalise the Aquatics Centre BREEAM assessment. 

will monitor performance and ensure compliance with the current regulations and promote best environmental practices. The 
maintenance of high environmental performance standards on site on a daily basis will be the responsibility of the Construction Manager. 

will be supported by  who extensive knowledge of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park sustainability requirements and 
detailed knowledge of the Stadium itself, having been involved in the Stadium development since 2005. 

Considerate Constructors Scheme 
We will register the site with the Considerate Constructor Scheme and target a score of 40 out of 5 0 with a minimum of 7 points targeted in 
each of the five categories. This aligns with the exemplary performance credit under BREEAM Man 02: Responsible Construction Practices. It is 
expected that the opportunities identified throughout this document and the other relevant sections of this technical submission will contribute to 
the achievement of this ambitious score. 

A score of 40 out of 50 is likely to be sufficient to be considered for the Considerate Constructors annual awards which are awarded from 
scheme that are in the top 7.5% of industry. Balfour Beatty already holds a number of such awards under the old Considerate Constructors 
Scheme including a Gold Award in 2011 for the London Aquatics Centre. 

Key points 
• Successful track record in compliance with Environmental Legislation 
• Proven Management Systems  
• Achieve Gold Award as the Aquatics Centre 
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Key Stakeholder Relationships 
We understand that creating supportive partnerships at an early stage benefits the construction process. Our key stakeholders include: local 
communities, Environment Agency, Thames Water, Land and Water, LLDC and other Olympic Park contractors. We will facilitate pro-active 
involvement of all parties to ensure proposed method statements adhere to the requirements of these regulatory bodies as well as the broader 
community. 

We endeavour to engage our stakeholders to change the statutory undertakers relationship from one of compliance and regulation to a more 
productive relationship involving technical support and early engagement. This proactive approach to our stakeholders was developed through 
our work on the Olympic Park and all parties agreed the approach delivered increased value and speed of construction. 

Over the years we have created excellent working relationships with  the Environment Agency representative on site and the 
Environmental Health Officer from the London Borough of Newham. We will continue to nurture these positive and beneficial relationships 
during the Stadium works. 

Training and Communication 
All staff will be required to undertake a 1 hour site induction prior to starting on site. The site induction will include aspects such as site layout, 
health and safety and site-specific sustainability requirements. 

A site notice board will be installed at the site entrance detailing relevant site environmental information including locations of surface water 
drains and water courses, waste management performance, etc. 

Tool box talks will be prepared and delivered on specific subjects which are either pertinent to the works being undertaken or to target specific 
areas of performance improvement on the site.  We will operate a reward and recognition scheme on site offering free meal vouchers or gift 
vouchers for Environmental Best Practice, this is a system we have operated successfully on the Aquatics Centre site.  

Monitoring and Reporting 
A comprehensive site inspection will be undertaken on a weekly basis and will include photographic evidence. Near misses, incidents and best 
practice will be recorded during the inspection. LLDC representatives will be invited to these weekly site inspections. A full inspection report will 
be issued within 24 hours of the site inspection.   

As a company, we also report project data on a monthly basis through our Sustainability Dashboard. The dashboard collates a range of data 
including: 

• Local supply chain spend, local employment, apprenticeships and volunteering on community projects 
• Energy and water consumption associated with the construction phase 
• Total waste produced and percentage of waste diverted from landfill 
• Responsible sourcing of major materials, including sustainable timber and recycled content 
• Number and type of environmental incident and near misses 

This collated data will support the achievement of BREEAM credit M5. It will be reported on a fortnightly basis through Environment and 
Sustainability meetings with the client. Actions taken to improve performance, as required, and elements of innovative best practice will form 
part of the monthly client report. We will actively contribute to the Environmental Leadership Team meetings facilitated by the LLDC and openly 
share our lessons learnt and best practice. 

Key environmental risks and proposed management 
The environmental risks detailed below are not necessarily exhaustive but do represent the most significant risks identified to date.  

Waste  
Balfour Beatty will apply a philosophy of Material Resource Efficiency on the Stadium site. This approach goes beyond basic Site Waste 
Management and endeavours to: 

• Prevent waste at source through early supply chain engagement 
• Maximise the potential for all materials used on site to be reused or recycled, at the end of their useful life  
• Close the loop within the supply chain by promoting the use of products with a high recycled content 
• Eliminate waste going directly to landfill 
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Waste will be disposed of in accordance with the Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 and amendments. Specifically, we will 
operate within the waste hierarchy and undertake checks of Waste Carrier's Registrations and disposal sites’ Waste Management 
Licenses/PPC Authorisation, collate and store Waste Transfer Notes and Consignment Notes. In the selection of our waste processing facilities 
we will adhere to the ‘proximity principle’ as far as possible; ensuring waste is reprocessed into useful products as close to site as practical. An 
appointed waste champion will be responsible for collecting the waste transfer notes associated with the removal of the waste skips. 

We are observing with great interest the National Electronic Duty of Care (e-doc) Programme and should it be launched in 2014 as expected we 
would promote the Stadium project as one of the first to use this system.   

Hazardous waste will, as far as possible, be eliminated. We operate a comprehensive Healthy Materials Procedure which endeavours to 
eliminate products that are hazardous to health of the environment form the construction works. We do however expect to undertake excavation 
which break the marker layer, soil excavated from below the marker layer will be treated as contaminated and we will therefore register the site 
as a hazardous waste producer and comply with the Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005 and amendments. For 
procedures associated with the management of contaminated soil refer to the Pollution Prevention section below.  All other hazardous waste will 
be stored in a dedicated area of the waste management compound in clearly signed steel drums. All hazardous waste will be disposed of by a 
licensed hazardous waste carrier.  

As the majority of plant and equipment within the Stadium is proposed to be reused, we do not expect to generate Waste Electronic and 
Electrical Equipment (WEEE) on site. We will, however, comply with the WEEE Regulations 2006 which aims to reduce the amount of WEEE 
being disposed to landfill. Any WEEE leaving the site will be disposed through the relevant compliance scheme and the necessary consignment 
note will be obtained. 

A comprehensive Site Waste Management Plan will be drafted prior to start on site and reviewed regularly throughout the project.  We will 
capture and report disaggregated material and waste data against each level of the waste hierarchy. We will provide a secure, clean area for 
waste management. Skips will be provided for segregated waste streams including metal, timber and plastics as a minimum. We will target 50% 
reuse of all waste generated through the project in addition to a waste segregation rate of 60% and a 95% diversion from landfill rate. We 
achieved a similar performance during the construction of the Aquatics Centre and we are confident it can be repeated. This level of 
performance will support the achievement of an exemplar performance credit under BREEAM Wst01: Site Waste Management. 

Air 
As indicated above, we restrict the use of certain products on site. Where paints and finishing materials are required, for touching up steel work 
for example, we will select the product with the lowest possible Volatile Organic Compound content and will ensure compliance with the Volatile 
Organic Compounds in Paints, Varnishes and Vehicle Finishing Products Regulations 2005.  

In support of the Air Quality Standards Regulations 2010, we will: 

• Reduce dust generation on site by ensuring any cutting of materials including timber is undertaken in a sheltered, managed space 
• Require all HGV delivery vehicles to meet a minimum Euro IV engine standard and site vans to meet Euro 3 engine standard 
• Adhere to a strict speed limit of 10km/h on site 
• Use ultra-low sulphur diesel in all site plant and equipment 
• Ensure all concrete cutting and on-site crushing equipment will have integrated dust control mechanisms  
• Ensure all site haul roads are sealed as far as reasonably practical 
• Landscaping works will be kept adequately damped down and soils will only be placed in low wind conditions 

Noise 
Prior to start on site we will undertake detailed noise assessment as part of our application for section 61 consent. We will ensure 'Best 
Practicable Means' are adopted on site to control noise levels during the works, including: 

• Use of reversing alarms kept to a practical minimum by introducing a one way delivery system on site.  Banksmen will be used for 
reversing of delivery vehicles 

• Mobile plant e.g. MEWPs and forklifts will utilise white noise reversing alarms as far as reasonably practical 
• Generators are not required on site. Should mains power not be available, fully enclosed, ‘sound-reduced’ generators will be used 
• All plant will be regularly maintained and switched off when not in use 
• No idling of delivery vehicles permitted on site 
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• Driven piles will not be used on site 
• The Stadium works involve concrete cutting. Prior to starting works, dedicated noise screens will be installed around the cutting works 

Light 
Light pollution at night can disturb wildlife and neighbouring communities. If this is due to the location of the works there is minimal risk of light 
nuisance. Regardless, all site lighting will be highly directional and low level. We anticipate to be working during the normal working hours and 
we will ensure all external lighting is task or security specific. All external lighting, with the exception of safety lighting, will be switched off prior to 
leaving the site in the evening. 

Pollution Prevention: Storage of Chemicals and Fuel 
Spillages can compromise water and ground quality. We will ensure all chemicals and fuel used on site are stored in a dedicated bunded area, 
located on hard standing away from drains and water features. There will be spill kits in place in at strategic, accessible locations. Operatives 
will be trained to use them. A selection of plant nappies will be provided for use across the site. A clear procedure for refuelling plant and 
machinery will form part of our EMP.  

Pollution Prevention: Stockpiling of Soils 
The works will involve stockpiling of soils and exposing areas of open ground.  Stockpiles will be placed away from surface water drains as far 
as reasonably practical. Works will be planned to reduce the extent of stockpiling and open ground at any one time.  Drain covers will be 
installed over all drains within 10metres of stockpiles or non-vegetated ground to prevent silt migrating to surface water. 

The works will require excavation below the marker layer. All ground below the marker layer will be treated as potentially contaminated and will 
be removed from site as quickly as possible. Soils excavated from below the marker layer will be carefully segregated from clean soils and 
stored in a clearly marked, dedicated area. Stockpiles will be located on hardstanding on an impermeable membrane and kept covered at all 
times.  We will register the site with the Environment Agency as a Hazardous Waste Premises, no contaminated spoil will be removed from site 
without a Consignment Note, as required under the Hazardous Waste Regulations 2005. 

Pollution Prevention: Dewatering Activities 
A number of the excavations may require dewatering. We will apply for Water Quality Discharge Consent prior to undertaking any dewatering 
activities.  As far as reasonably practical, dewatering water will be treated on site via silt busters prior to discharge to surface water, subject to 
strict quality control and testing procedures. Where dewatering water quality is not suitable for discharge to surface water consent will be sought 
from Thames Water to discharge direct to foul sewer. 

Pollution Prevention: Works near water courses 
Extensive works will be undertaken in close proximity to controlled waters including landscaping works and painting of retained temporary 
bridges.  Procedures will be put in place to prevent accidental paint spillage or other pollution incidents associated with the works.  Flood 
Management Consent will be sought from the Environment Agency prior to these works starting as required under the Land Drainage Act 1991 
and the Waster Resources Act 1991. The use of herbicides, pesticides and fertilisers during the installation of new landscape works will be 
avoided. Extensive upgrade works will be undertaken to the surface water drainage systems on site.  Surface water drainage systems will be 
hydraulically disconnected from the surface water outfalls as soon as reasonably practical for the duration of the works.  In addition bunds will 
be installed around surface water outfalls. 

Pollution Prevention: Concrete Washout 
Concrete washout water presents a key pollution risk.  A dedicated, bunded concrete washout facility will be provided on site. All concrete 
subcontractors and ready-mix concrete suppliers will be required to utilise these facilities. 

Wildlife Protection 
Extensive areas of biodiverse habitat and mature trees have been installed on the Olympic Stadium site. All retained habitat will be securely 
fenced and marked prior to works starting on site. All retained trees will be protected in accordance with BS 5837:2012 prior to works starting on 
site. Materials storage areas will be located away from tree root zones to avoid compaction. A large number of bird and bat boxes have been 
installed around the site. Works will be scheduled to prevent extensive works in these areas during the bird nesting season as far as reasonably 
practical. All hibernacula will be routinely checked during the bird nesting season for evidence of nesting activities. Where nesting activities are 
observed, nests will be clearly marked and fenced off to prevent disturbance. Elements of the new structure will potentially be accessible to 
nesting birds, therefore provision to prevent nesting birds will be made. The use of a sparrow hawk during initial construction works provided an 
effect and humane bird deterrent device and will be employed on site during bird nesting season. 
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Appendix 1. Room control under the FM contract. 
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